FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: July 10, 2017

To: Media
Contact: Sergeant Josh McClure
206-786-9101 – josh.mcclure@edmondswa.gov

Suspect Identified in Edmonds Stabbing
Armed and dangerous suspect wanted for attempted 2nd degree Murder

(Edmonds, WA)
Investigation update 7/10/17:

A suspect has been identified and there is probable cause to arrest Marco Antonio Vicente-Dominguez (photo attached) for two counts of Attempted Murder 2nd degree. He may also go by the names “Antonio” or “Tonio”. Vicente-Dominguez is 24 years-old and was last seen wearing a blue polo style shirt and dark pants. He may have suffered an injury during the assault causing him to bleed. Vicente-Dominguez is considered armed and dangerous. The public is advised not to approach and instead call 911 if they see Vicente-Dominguez or know of his whereabouts.

The victims have been identified as a thirty year-old Edmonds resident who is originally from Guatemala and a thirty-five year-old Edmonds resident who is originally from Mexico. Both are still at Harborview Medical Center and remain in Critical and Serious but Stable conditions. Detectives have been able gain some information from them and other sources as part of their investigation.

A search warrant was served on the apartment where one of the victims was found. Physical evidence too include a possible weapon used in the incident was located. Detectives and have talked with multiple witnesses and it has been determined that numerous people were in the apartment at the time that assault occurred. All of the subjects knew each other and were either living there or had been staying in the unit.

Edmonds Police are asking for the assistance of the public on this case. If you have any information please call 911, the Edmonds PD tip line at 425-771-0212 or epdtips.edmondswa.gov. You may also call the Edmonds Police Department during business hours at 425-771-0200.

More information will be released as the investigation allows.

###

Original Release:
One suspect is on the run and two victims are at Harborview Medical Center after a stabbing here Sunday morning. Officers responded to a 911 call at the Horizon Apartments in the 7400 block of 208th Street around 10:40am. As they arrived they found one victim in the parking lot with serious wounds to his torso while a second victim was found in one of the nearby apartments. Both victims are Hispanic males, approximately 25-35 years old but their ages and identities have not been verified at the time of this release. They were transported from the scene directly to Harborview where both were rushed into surgery. One victim is currently in serious but stable condition while the other remains in critical condition.

A suspect was seen fleeing the complex on foot and was chased for a short distance by a witness. The suspect was also described as a Hispanic male wearing a dark blue shirt and dark pants. A Lynnwood police K9 unit assisted with the search for the suspect but he was not located. No further information was immediately available on the suspect however, it is believed that all parties knew or knew of each other. While the suspect is considered armed and dangerous, there is no belief that he is a danger to the community at large. If someone believes that they see the suspect they are asked not to approach and instead call 911.

Detectives are working to interview witnesses, process the crime scene and identify the suspect. Translators were needed to interview some of the Spanish speaking witnesses. Search warrants for the apartment and other crime scene processing will take detectives well into Sunday evening.

If you have any information please call 911, the Edmonds PD tip line at 425-771-0212 or epdtips.edmondswa.gov

More information will be released as the investigation allows.

###